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Johannes Gutenberg experimented with the movable type during the 1440s, using his own casting process to adjust the type of alloy he invented. Before working on the Bible, he had printed some rather unreforessible items that he first presented for sale in 1455 [Source: University of Texas at Austin]. It is believed that 180 copies of the Bible were produced
-- 135 on paper and 35 on velvet, or calf skin. Today, there are only 48 copies, some of which are only minor, almost all of which are in the hands of museums, universities and libraries[ Source: Banden Books]. The Gutenberg Bible is rare and valuable for a few reasons. In addition to their scarcity and status as the first of its kind, they are books of
exceptional quality. Gutenberg used paper and velvet, as well as a special essence of his invention that has survived for centuries. Most bibles were sold as folio, or as loose pages that the owner then restricted to his own style of desire. That gives each Gothenburg Bible a special uniqueness. Each Bible is usually divided into two volumes, with the filling of
the first volume, and the second volume containing the remainder of the old Gospel and the entire new gospel. How much does a Gutenberg Bible worth? A full copy has not changed hands in years, but in 2007, a single leaf sold for $74,000. In 1978, Christie's auctioned a full two-volume Bible for $2.2 million. Another Christie's auction in 1987 transferred an
incomplete version to a Japanese company for $4.9 million [Source: Clausen Books]. Until 1897, a full velvet Bible sold for $20,000 [Source: The New York Times]. In his bestselling novel, The Da Vinci Code, Dan Brown wrote that the Bible was assembled during the famous Nisa Council in 325 B.C., when Emperor Constantine and church officials claimed to
have banned problematic books that did not match their secret agenda. Except it didn't really work out like that. The Da Vinci Code was fictional, but Brown was not the first to credit the Nice Council with deciding which books to include in the Bible. Writing in the 18th century, Voltir repeated a centuries-old sedan that the Bible was canonized in Nesta by
placing all the well-known books on the table, praying and seeing which illegitimate texts fell to the ground. In fact, there was no single church authority or council set up for the rubber stamp of the Bible canon (the official list of books in the Bible), not in Nice or anywhere else in antiquity, explains Jason Kambs, assistant professor at Brigham Young University
specializing in ancient Christianity. Dan Brown made us all an unpleasant one, Combs says, noting that no group of Christians had gathered together and said, Let's heed this once and for all. (NASA Council was formed to resolve a religious issue to bible books.) What scientists have evidence - in the form of verbal adverb, letters and church chronicles that
millennials survived - points to a much longer process of canonization. From 1st to 4th centuries and beyond, various leaders and churches made arguments about which books belonged to Cannon, who often cast their opponents as Jarryd. The books that make up the Bible were written by different people over a period of more than 1,000 years, between
the 1200s before noon and the first century before noon. The Bible includes a variety of literary genres, including poetry, history, songs, stories, letters and prophetic writings. These were originally written on parchment inscriptions, as opposed to being enclosed in books as we think of them today. (Remember, the printing house was not invented until 1440.)
Over time, books deemed credible and authoritative by the communities they used were included in the canon, and the rest were excluded. Although much of that editing work ended in the late 300s, the debate over which books were verbally legit continued until at least the 16th century when church reformer Martin Luther published his German translation of
the Bible. Luther's propaganda had issues with James's book, which emphasized the role of works alongside faith, so he stuck James and the Hebrews behind the Bible alongside Jude and revelation, which he considers questionable. Combs says that in Luther's original Bible, those four books don't even appear on the table. Ivese Beves was a Christian
historian who in the early 300s presented one of the early lists where books were considered halal and borderline fabrications. Eusebius broke its list into different categories: recognized, contested, fantastic and jodel. Among the recognized were four gospels (Matthew, Mark, Luke and John), X and Paul's epists. Under the disputed, Eusebius includes James
and Jude -- the same book Luther doesn't like -- plus a few others who have already considered Cannon, such as 2 Peter, 2 John and 3 John. When Eusebius turned into thorny and heretical categories, we gave a glimpse into how many other texts circulating in the second and third centuries were C.E. Have you ever heard of peter's apocalypse, the epitome
of Barnabas or the Gospel of Thomas? Combs says there were hundreds of texts similar to those found in the new and old witness that did not make it to the canon. Why did some books make the cut and not others? Combs cites the three criteria used by the church's early leaders. The first was written, whether it was believed to have been written by a
messenger, by Paul or by someone close to them. Mark was not a messenger, for example, but Peter's translator. Latter It was ancient, with older texts prioritizing more than newer ones. And the third was Orthodox, or how well the text matched the current Christian teaching. This last reason is very interesting, albeit because current Christian teaching
changed over hundreds of years, Combs says. While it is not right to say that a single church council ruled which books to include in the canon, it is fair to say that during those first few centuries of theological debate, winners must decide which books will remain and which should have gone. It is important to mention that not all Christian inseminations see
the same books as canons. Most Protestant Bibles have 66 books, 39 in the Old Gospel and 27 in the New Gospel. The Roman Catholic Bible has 73 books, including seven known as Apotrifa. And the Ethiopian Orthodox Church contains 81 total books in its Bible, including Psydepigrafa, such as 1 Enoch and Jubil. The apocrypha word advertisement
comes from Greek for hidden or secret. This is a bit confusing, because the word apocrypha is used in a few different ways when talking about books outside the standard Bible canon. First, there is the Apotrifa category of the new Gospel, which includes a long list of nonfotic texts written mostly in the 2nd century AD and beyond related to Jesus and his
apostles. As Combs says, there are hundreds of these texts, and we don't write examples for all of them. Then there is a subset of old Bible books included in the Roman Catholic Bible. These seven books, including Tobit, Judith and 1 &amp; 2 Maccabees between old and new evangelicals, are published in the Catholic Bible, and are called Apocraphas, or
sometimes Deotrochanon, which means second canon. And then there is a third category called pseudepigrapha from Greek for the author of false. The list includes more than 50 texts written between 200 pm and 200 pm by both Jewish and Christian writers expanding on stories and characters from the time of the old witnesses. Notable are Post-Pygruffa,
including 1 Enoch, Jubil and Rasala Sham. The propaganda of many new evidence texts familiar to Christians today was powerfully used now in the second century, but different communities preferred some texts over others and included some texts that do not appear in the new certificate. Here are a few: The Gospel of Peter: Only a piece of this text was
retrieved in Egypt in 1886, but it contains the only narrative of the living Jesus leaving his tomb. According to Peter's version, two giant angels descended into the tomb and escorted the resusced Jesus, who was also suddenly gigantic. But the strangest note was that the three figures were followed by a floating cross that could speak. And they heard a voice
from the sky saying, You have not preached. They sleep that. And a response from the cross was heard, yes. The Gospel of Mary: Combs says that some Apotrifel texts reflected theological and doctrine discussions within the early church, such as the role of women. In the Gospel of Mary (discovered in the late 19th century), Mary Magdalene is said not only
as one of Jesus' disciples, but perhaps her favorite. In this passage, after Jesus is resusked, he relays the teachings of scooters to Mary, who then tells other disciples. Peter asks why they should listen to a woman to whom another pupil, Levi [Matthew], replies: If the Savior made him competent, then who are you, in turn, put him away? Surely the Savior
knows him well, which is why he loved her more than we did. 1 Enoch: Purportedly written by the ancient prophet Enoch before the time of Noah, this text was well-known to early Christians like third-century theologian Tertullian and quoted as authoritative scripture. The text is known for describing caregivers, fallen angels briefly referred to in the old
testimony of Genesis. These angels lusted for human women and came to earth to be with them and create giant children. In 1 Enoch, these angels also introduce evil to the world in the form of weapons, magic and sexy makeup. Makeup.
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